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The control and protection of plant and personnel are of great im-
portance to owners and operators of commercial and industrial 
facilities across the world. The constant revision of standards 

and associated legislation, reflecting technological progress, is im-
portant for the protection of both equipment and people operating 
near electrical apparatus.

IEC 61439-1 [1] and IEC 61439-2 [2] standards and their interpreta-
tion are the subject of many articles and workplace discussions with 
little attention to that which follows compliance.

The ABB (referred to as ‘the company’ in this article) MNS switch-
gear solution has been subjected to IEC 61439-2 [2] compliance test-
ing by DEKRA and demonstrates full compliance and carries KEMA 
certification. Additionally, IPH-Berlin has also awarded the company 
MNS ASTA certification following a rigorous programme that includes 
test laboratory audits by Intertek. This certification provides objective 
authoritative, written evidence confirming that the company’s MNS 
equipment complies with relevant safety standards and statutory 
regulatory specifications.

Once compliance has been achieved by switchgear manufacturers 
and panel builders their focus must shift to seeking improvement in 
switchgear productivity by paying particular attention to plant reli-
ability, availability, maintainability and safety (RAMS).

Low voltage (LV) switchgear, particularly Motor Control Centres 
(MCCs), provide the opportunity for engineers to make a meaningful 
contribution to improved productivity. Issues arise when approaching 
MCCs from a RAMS perspective. These include; skilled engineer-
ing workers are required to determine the corrective actions, as no 
root-cause failure information is available, absence of early-warning 
systems alerting operators to potential problems, a shortage of 
maintenance data, noting what and when work must be undertaken 
and design of individual starters that require manual adjustment.

Central to efficient plant operation from a RAMS perspective is 
therefore the supply of maintenance information, to the required level, 
at the appropriate time and the flexibility to perform the required 
maintenance of the switchgear, in a manner that is safe for both 
personnel and equipment. Intelligent switchgear, such as the MNS 
family, provides the foundation to realising these goals. The facilita-
tion of information exchange between operations and maintenance 
opens the door to ensuring improved plant operation, with reduced 
downtime and maintenance costs through analysis of predictive 
maintenance data and cooperative scheduling.
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With a sound base of compliance to applicable standards, switchgear 
manufacturers should now turn their attention to four essential as-
pects in addition to safety; flexibility, reliability, ease both of doing 
business with manufacturer and maintenance of installed switchgear. 
The company’s MNS solution follows this philosophy and is engi-
neered to meet these requirements.

The importance of extending safety can however not be under-
estimated. To this end the company has from the initial arc fault 
containment tests conducted in 1979 at 500 V 50 kA and 690 V 35 kA, 
followed a ‘Safety Plus’ strategy, the ‘worst-case’ scenario, continu-
ously invested in the development and testing of MNS switchgear. 
Currently products have passed testing requirements for certified 
rating at 400 V 100 kA and 690 V 100 kA (0,3 milliseconds). The result 
of the $55 M investment is a product range that boasts the highest 
safety level in the marketplace currently.

While the product range has seen continuous development, it is 
important to note that throughout the three generations of product, 
compatibility has been retained and retrofitting is possible. Of the 1,5 
million MNS sections delivered, 80 % are currently still in operation, 
testimony to the success of the company’s LV switchgear philosophy.

Electrical switchgear, essential to the control of processes in industry, has received attention in the regulatory environment, with a revision to 

the standards guiding the manufacture of electrical assemblies in South Africa.

IEC 61439 - arc fault containment 
and RAMS

The importance of extending safety cannot 
be underestimated.
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The company’s MNS switchgear is unique, following IEC standards’ 
definitions, the company is the ‘original manufacturer’ and the ‘as-
sembly manufacturer’. This allows for the organisation’s product 
development team to oversee the entire process, commencing with 
project development and throughout lifecycle management. Support, 
documentation and specific tools required for project execution is 
provided through the local operation.

Conclusion

As global competitiveness for South African industry continues to 
be a focus for plant owners and operators, entrusting control of 
electrical apparatus to a global leader in LV switchgear is one step 
in achieving this goal.

Abbreviations 

DEKRA – Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Überwachungs-Verein (international player 
in the business of providing safety and quality for people dealing 
with technology, the environment and mobility)

IEC  – International Electrotechnical Commission
KEMA – Keuring van Elektrotechnische Materialen te Arnhem (Netherlands 

based safety testing and certification, independent applied research 
and consultancy)

LV  – Low Voltage
MCC  – Motor Control Centre
RAMS  – Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety
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ASTA

ASTA was founded in 1938 as the 
Association of Short-Circuit Au-

thorities. ASTA Standards provide 
a product testing solution when 
there is no appropriate National, 
European or IEC Standard. These 

standards are particularly useful for 
products incorporating new or inno-

vative features, which are outside 
the scope of currently published 

standards.
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